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What is STEEL? (defined on Google)

noun
1. a hard, strong, gray or bluish-gray alloy of iron with carbon and usually other elements, used extensively as a structural and fabricating material. a rod of roughened steel on which knives are sharpened.

verb
verb: steel; 3rd person present: steels; past tense: steeled; past participle: steeled; gerund or present participle: steeling
1. mentally prepare (oneself) to do or face something difficult.
We see how the world defines Steel. I would like to show you how we define STEEL.

Steel is not found, it is formed.

-Joshua L. Holm (founder of Steel Hope)
Five Elements of STEEL

STANDING  TRANSFORMING  ENCOURAGING  ENLIGHTENING  LOVING

Steel Training Educational Program
STANDING

- Strength
- Stability
Stand

- Scoot
- Crawl
- Kneel
- Step
TRANSFORMING

- Trainable
- Teachable
Transform

- Tangible
- Torn
- Renewed
- Refined
ENCOURAGING

- Others
- By others
Encourage

• Courage
• Confidence
• Humility
• Exercise Faith
ENLIGHTENING

- Embracing
- Eternity
Enlighten

- Ignite
- Harness
- Fuel Others
- Embrace Everything
LOVING

- Lifting
- Loyalty
Love

- Loyalty
- Obedience
- Valor
- Example-ship
Believe
- Become
- Belong

Expand
- Extend
- Express
“The future does not belong to those who are content with today... timid and fearful in the face of bold projects and new ideas.”

Robert F. Kennedy
There is a time for work and a time for play, so the axiom goes, and today is a day of work. Today is a day we should work to inform ourselves and learn the truth. Tomorrow we will work to express our anger and let it be known that it is we, the people, and not the politicians who really rule this land. The day after that we will not just demand but create the change we seek in our world; we will not ask for it, or even take it, but we will create it with our own hands, together in our communities. And every day after that we will continue to fight until our work is done and justice, fairness, and equality are resurrected. Until that day comes, every day is a day of work and not of play.
Thank You
Remember Be Real & BE STEEL